Hallo ihr Lieben!

Einen schönen zweiten Advent euch allen! I hope you had a nice Thanksgiving and aren’t too stressed out preparing for finals! Before everyone leaves for winter break, there are a few more events coming up!

This newsletter covers:
1 OLC: Oldenborg Cinema
2 Oldenborg Closing Lunch
3 Holiday Party

1. OLC: Oldenborg Cinema
   Tomorrow from 12:15 pm on, you can watch what your class mates and friends worked on this semester in their conversation class projects. There will be good food, a presentation and a Q & A after, if you have questions. All of this takes place in the Oldenborg dining hall, in room to your right when you enter. Please be there around 12, so you still have time to grab some food before it starts! I hope to see many of you there!
—> students, this counts as a cultural activity!
—> for the flyer, please
see: https://mirjaschoderer.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/12_8-olc-lr-projects.jpg

2. Oldenborg Closing Lunch
On **Wednesday, december 10**, Oldenborg holds its last lunch before closing down for winter break. Come over, enjoy good food, live music and other entertainment! Since closing lunch is usually fairly popular, it might be a good idea to be there by 11:45 am...
—> students, this counts as a cultural activity!
—> again, for the flyer please
see: https://mirjaschoderer.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/fall-2014-hl-invite.jpg

3. Holiday Party
Also on **Wednesday, december 10**, the German and Russian Department hosts its annual Holiday Party at **Seaver House**. Starting at **4:30 pm**, there’ll be food and of course professor RIndisbacher's famous Glühwein (if you’re over 21) :). Stop by for a glass and a chat or two!
—> students, this is the last cultural activity of the year!
—> once again, for the flyer please
see https://mirjaschoderer.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/holidayparty-gr-2014.png

---

**If you haven’t made use of our language fellows by now, take it up as a new year’s resolution for next semester :)** For now, their hours still are

**Sydney Scott** <srs12012@MyMail.pomona.edu>: Tutoring hours are **Sundays, 7-8 p.m.**, at the FLRC, Mason Hall, Room 101

Sydney will also be available 1 hour by appointment only.

**Julius Torres-Kellinghusen** <jrt02012@MyMail.pomona.edu>: Tutoring hours are **Mondays, 7-8 p.m.** at the FLRC, Mason Hall, Room 101

You can also see Julius every Monday at Language Tables at Oldenborg, 12-1 p.m.
Solveig Olsen-Strom <sko12014@MyMail.pomona.edu>: Tutoring hours are Wednesdays, 7-8 p.m. at the FLRC, Mason Hall, Room 101
Solveig also attends German Language Tables on Wednesdays, 12-1 p.m.

I hope to see many of you before the end of the semester!

Bis dann und eine frohe
Vorweihnachtszeit uns allen,

Mirja
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